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Answer Question 1 and one other question.

1 Read the passage and answer questions (a) and (b) which follow.

�The Early Church would have been interested to learn details of Jesus� birth and childhood.  It is not
surprising that, in response to this interest, Matthew included information and comments about Jesus�
birth in his gospel.�

(a) Explain what may be learned about the person of Jesus from Matthew�s Birth narrative.
(10 marks)

(b) Explain why some readers see Matthew�s Birth narrative as historically unreliable. (10 marks)

2 (a) Explain the teaching about the Kingdom of God that is found in the healing of the 
Centurion�s Slave. (15 marks)

(b) (i) Outline the ways in which critical approaches, such as form and redaction criticism, help an
understanding of the miracle stories.

(ii) Assess how far such approaches are essential to understanding these stories. (25 marks)

3 (a) Explain what may be learned about the person and work of Jesus from Luke�s Resurrection
narrative. (15 marks)

(b) �Luke clearly believed that Jesus actually rose from the dead and physically appeared to people.�

Outline the evidence for this view, and discuss how far you agree with it. (25 marks)

END  OF QUESTIONS
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